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Abstract— Automatic Revocation means performing the revocation task automatically by 

the proxy Re-Encryption (PRE), without any command from the data owner. For the lack 

of survey studies that tackle the automatic Revocation Process, this paper demonstrates a 

rich survey on the recent auto-revocation schemes proposed by the research community. 

To accomplish the survey, a literature review methodology, which includes seven steps, is 

followed. The study concluded with the following results: clarifying the concept of 

automatic revocation identifying the current proposed automatic revocation schemes, 

classifying the proposed automatic user revocation schemes, and presenting suggestions 

of future research directions for revocation schemes. 

Index Terms— automatic, revocation, CSP, cloud. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

To benefit from the advantages of cloud computing, data owners can take and put their data in cloud. 

Further they can encrypt their data to provide more security in terms of integrity and confidentiality. In 

case of encryption, a data owner must have means to distribute decryption keys to legitimate users. The 

above solution is impractical and tedious; since the data owner must be able to follow online users 

requesting accessing data to provide them with keys, in addition to the unreliability of communication. 

[6][45] 

Data Owner can delegate user revocation to Cloud Service Provider (CSP), this enables CSP to revoke 

users without any command after initial setup. With this solution, the revocation process becomes 

automatic and reduces many computations from the data owner. This delegation has to implement 

securely and without revealing information.[9][37] 

This paper is organized in six sections. In section two we list the proposed revocation schemes, in 

section three we demonstrate the applied methodology, in section four we discuss and compare the 

proposed schemes presented in the literature review. Section five concludes the paper and in section six 

we give sights for the future directions of automatic revocation. 
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II. METHODOLOGY 

A methodology, which includes seven steps, is applied to conduct this study, table 1 illustrates the steps, 

and an explanation for each step is presented, briefly. 

TABLE 1.  APPLIED METHODOLOGY 

Step# Step Brief Description 

1 Searching Skimming related journals and 

scientific papers published in 

flagship sites such as  Cloud 

Security Alliances, , National 

Institute of Science and 

Technology),IEEE, ACM,  

Google Scholar The keywords 

used for searching are a 

combination of strings such as 

‘security in cloud computing, 

data-sharing, revocation, 

automatic, etc. We restricted the 

search process for articles 

published in between 2005-

2020. 

2 Obtaining The download papers relevant to 

our search keywords are stored 

in dedicated folders. 

3 Assessing After obtaining and storing 

articles, we make a quick skim 

to determine whether the article 

is closely relevant to our topic or 

not. We first read the abstract, 

introduction, and first few 

paragraphs, and the conclusion 

of each article, we attempted to 

find out the research problem,  

applied methodology, the 

contribution of the paper. If we 

find that article is focused on 
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automatic revocation in cloud 

computing, then the article is 

considered relevant. 

4 Reading Once we find the paper is within 

our study scope, we proceed 

further to read the rest of the 

paper, This precise reading 

provides us with an excellent 

overview about the research 

community effort to solve the 

corresponding problem, 

moreover, their contribution and 

added knowledge are 

investigated. 

5 Critical 

Evaluation 

The evaluation of the paper 

relevancy we done again based 

on the entire content of the 

assessed literature. Articles that 

provide unrepeated, original 

information about fine-grained 

access control are considered 

relevant. The relevant articles 

are grouped based on the exact 

topic the papers cover. 

6 Recording/ 

Summary 

In this step, we summarized the 

reviewed papers and sum up the 

contents, mainly focused on the 

papers published during the 

period 2005-2020. Some 

important encryption schemes, 

and the way they implement 

these schemes to provide the 

automatic revocation. All 

reviewed papers are cited using 

https://scholar.google.se/ 

https://scholar.google.se/
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7 Writing 

Critical 

Review 

Based on the obtained articles 

published in the years 2005-

2020 and the summaries we 

made, we write the literature 

review sections, using technical 

tips in writing a literature 

survey. 

Based on collected automatic 

revocation schemes, we provide 

classification to the proposed 

schemes. 

 

III. AUTOMATIC REVOCATION SCHEMES 

The automation of revocation comes from the manner the CSP implements the re-encryption process 

and the underlined encryption algorithm. Two categories of Auto-Revocation solutions have been 

proposed: Time-based solutions [1],[2],[3], and Task-based solutions [4]. 

A. Time-based Schemes 

In this section, we discuss what is called time-based revocation schemes. In these schemes the user’s 

access rights and privileges are expired automatically after a predefined period of time is expired.  

A time-based re-encryption scheme called (R3) that provides the cloud servers with the ability to re-

encrypt the data in an automatic manner based on their internal clocks is proposed in [1]. This proposed 

scheme is developed on top of ABE, to permit fine-grain access control, without seamless clock 

synchronization for accuracy. 

The basic idea behind the above method is to combine both time and access privileges as a data feature. 

To access data, each user has to own keys that have access to specific data attributes and have a time 

validity.  Users can decrypt data using their keys that match data attributes and access time.  

A scheme that based on a clock proxy and on the CP_ABE scheme is proposed in [2]. The proposed 

scheme is called a clock-based proxy re-encryption (C-PRE) scheme or (TimePRE), and it works by 

segmenting Time into segments frames that form a tree. The height of this tree can be changed as 

needed. For simplicity, the authors segment the Time tree into three layers, year, month, and day. As 

shown in Fig. 1. 

The scheme (TimePRE) allows the data owners and the cloud service provider to exchange 

secret keys in advance. This allows cloud providers to compute the PRE keys using their 

internal clock, and use these keys later to encrypt cypher text. 
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FIG. 1.  TIME PRE KEY TREE  

In [3] authors proposed an enhanced scheme called (HASBE) which is flexible and provides grained 

access control in supporting multiple attributes of ASBE. In addition, HASBE employs compound value 

assignments for access expiration time to deal with user revocation more efficiently than the above 

counterparts. 

To illustrate the mechanism of the HASBE  scheme, let us consider a hierarchical cloud environment 

shown in Fig. 2, where the cloud service provider manages a cloud to provide data storage service. Data 

owners encrypt and store their data in the cloud for sharing with data users. Data users download 

preferably encrypted data from the cloud and decrypt them. Each data owner/consumer is controlled by 

domain authority. Domain authority is managed by its confidential authority. 

HASBE is classified as the enhanced version of ASBE in automatic user revocation. The scheme adds a 

new element called (expiration_time) to a user’s key, to determine the lifetime of the key. Then the 

policy associated with data files can check the expiration_time element as a numerical comparison.  

For a better understanding of  HASBE mechanism, assume a data owner (o) has a key with 

expiration_time (k)  and a data file whose access policy is associated with expiration_time (f), hence (o)  

can decipher this data file only when k ≥ f and the rest of the policy matches attributes. In a real 

implementation, the required time for accessing the precious elements has to be very small to reduce the 

vulnerabilities when the encryption key is exposed at any time. 
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FIG. 2.  HIERARCHICAL CLOUD ENVIRONMENT 

B. Task-based Schemes 

The limitation of accessing the cloud data to a certain and predefined time slot is impractical since the 

access is expired before the task is carried out or done, hence the time-based schemes experience the 

above weakness and limitation. The alternate approach is a task-based revocation scheme. 

In the following sections, we presented a promising scheme that applied the new task-based concept. 

In [4] Mahmood Ahmad etal. proposed a system that allows authorized users to access encrypted data 

for predefined attempts rather than pre-defined time.  

In the aforementioned scheme, the user is authorized for a limited number of access to the data. Hence, 

the granted portion is free from time constraints. Processing the user request is explained below. 

The model has to get αi to generate P (.) for the accessing user, and the of λi is generated by getting λi 

and λi + αi as parameters. A constant C is generated from  P(.) and is split into c1 and c2,  where C = c1 

+ c2. A single user identifier Ʊi ϵ N is generated and will be used to authenticate the user. The user is 

granted the deciphering key k and Ʊ. A maximum number from P(.), c1,λi, and Ʊ are set to TTP besides 

σpk and σsk. The cloud service provider with EH(c2, σsk), is given the minimum number from P(.) 

ciphered using σsk and σpk. After this scattering takes place, the user gets benefits from the available 

services whenever he wants. Table (2) illustrates the hypotheses and symbols used to depict the above 

scheme. 
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TABLE 2.  HYPOTHESES AND SYMBOLS USED IN [4] 

Notations Description 

F 

Αi 

P(.) 

 

Λi 

Θ 

C A 

Λ 

 

Δ 

 

Es, Ds 

 

EH, DH 

 

σpk, σsk 

          

k 

Data Owner file  

User number of  attempts to access  F 

A predetermined degree Polynomial generated 

for the legitimate user 

Offset value for a user 

Lowest degree factor in P (.) 

The fixed number took from P(.) 

No of  encrypted values calculated with TTP 

Ignorant-Value computed by CSP for any user 

appeal 

Secret key ciphering and deciphering  

algorithms 

Homomorphic ciphering/ deciphering  

algorithms 

A couple of  keys for Homomorphic ciphering 

the private key of the conventional algorithm 

 

The assessment of user’s appeal and withdrawal of user endorsement through echo effect will be 

discussed below: 

For the appeal seeming the first time, TTP takes λ and cipher it using σsk i.e., ɛH(λ, σsk) = λσsk . 

Likewise, TTP computes ɛH( λ2 + c1, σsk) =λ2 + c1σsk and hand these encoded values to a cloud service 

provider. Λ Equation 1 represents the encrypted values: 

Λ =λ2 + c1σsk ……………………………….……………..(1) 
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Upon receiving of Λ from TTP, CSP computes (Θ ⊕ σpk cσsk2 ) and (λσsk ⊕ σpk λσsk ), where ⊕ σpk 

stands for the homomorphic multiplication given σpk. Value of  Θ, c σpk 2, and σpk are pre-setting to 

cloud service provider when the system is set up with σpk, CSP performs the homomorphic process 

⊕σpk on these parameters to get an ultimate ignorant vector Δ(see equation 2). 

Δ = Λ ⊕σpk (Θ ⊗σpk cσsk 2 ) ⊕ σpk (λσsk ⊗ σpk λσsk) ……..(2) 

The reply of appeal is directed to data consumers via TTP since Δ is shared with TTP only. In receipt of 

Δ, TTP deciphers it with σsk and shown in equation 3: 

DH(Δ, σsk) = Φx……………………………………………………………………….. (3) 

Φx ={ Φecho = First and last request only  or 

Φresidual = first and last appeals are excluded ……   (4) 

For the user, appeal seeming arrives first. TTP saves the result obtained from equation 3 as Φecho. For all 

following appeals, the value returned as Φx is contrasted with Φecho.Φ is equal to  Φx only when the user 

is stick to the legal number of tries. Up to this equivalence is takes place, the TTP will return Φx as 

Φresidual, where Φresidual is a nonce giving no evidence when Φecho raises up again. The suggested method 

attains appropriate results to limit user attempts and assisted in the termination of the user accessibility 

in an automatic manner. 

IV. DISCUSION 

As we explained in previous sections of this paper, there are many schemes to automate the revocation 

of users, some are time-based and others are task-based. Here we’ll discuss these schemes from 

different points of view. 

Some features of time-based schemes are organized in a table (3). 

TABLE 3. TIME-BASED SCHEMES 

 R3 TIMEPRE HASBE 

Encryption 

Scheme 

HABE HABE ASBE 

Decryption 

Key associated 

with 

Attribute and 

effective 

time 

Attribute and 

effective time 

Attribute and 

expiration 

time 

# of keys/ user 

depend on 

Length of 

time slice 

The layer in 

which the user 

possesses its 

keys * 

The 

difference 

between X 

and Y ** 
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One of the key factors concerned in designing R3 scheme is that combining a different ciphertext for 

every time slice will involve users dealing with a lot of keys. The total number of keys of R3 is related 

to the actual length of the time slice. This length can be set depending on the application requirements. 

Thus, an application that assumes to revoke users on a monthly basis will have a longer time slice, and 

hence has a smaller number of keys in contrast with an application where membership changes 

frequently (i.e. each hour).  

TimePRE scheme cannot be directly applied with applications that require different attributes with 

different effective time slots. 

In[1] Qin Liu et al. attempted to resolve the problem experienced by TimePRE scheme, by obliging the 

data owner to generate additional UAKs for every user in the GenKey algorithm., more details and 

examples are cited in [1]. 

In [2] Bobba et al. developed HASBE as extended of ASBE with a hierarchical structure uses a 

delegation algorithm similar to the one described in the CP-ABE, in addition, HASBE employs multiple 

value assignments for access expiration_time to deal with user revocation more efficiently than the 

above schemes. For example, assume a user (u) has a key with expiration_time (X)  and a data file 

whose access policy is associated with expiration_time (Y), then (u) can decrypt this data file only 

when( X ≥ Y) and the rest of the policy matches attributes. In a real implementation, the time for 

accessing the precious elements has to be very small to reduce the vulnerabilities when the encryption 

key is exposed at any time.  

For automatic revocation over cloud data, access can be bounded within a certain anticipated time limit, 

so that the access expires beyond the effective time period as mentioned above. This time-oriented 

approach is more rigid and not a one-size-fits-all solution. In certain circumstances, exact time 

anticipation is not an easy choice. Instead, the alternate solution could be task-oriented to restrict users 

beyond a certain number of permissible attempts to access the data [5].  

In task-oriented, user permission will remain active for a predefined number of access attempts for 

which permission is granted. With these insights, a task-oriented access model has been proposed in 

which access expires when the user has utilized his effective’s permission (i.e. no of times a user can 

access the allowed resources which are independent of time restrictions). Using homomorphic 

encryption in the evaluation of the user’s request, capable of getting good results in hiding user access 

limit on uploaded data on clouds, and also helps to revoke user access automatically without 

information revealing. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a rich survey on automatic revocation schemes is presented. 

The survey found out that, most of these schemes rely on encryption algorithm called (ABE) and it is 

variants. 

Furthermore, the survey concluded that the derived methods are classified as time-based. Moreover, the 

study presented a new approach namely task-based in which the resource access expires when the user 

has utilized his effective’s permission. For future work, we suggest developing a hybrid scheme 

combining time and task to efficiently control user access privileges. 
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VI. FUTURE RESERCH WORK DIRECTIONS FOR AUTOMATIC REVOCATION 

The research in user revocation is a very promising research area. A Future research in developing new 

revocation schemes can take the following directions: 

● Addressing inefficient revocation experienced by the time-based approach. 

● Reducing high communications and computation costs (encryption, decryption, key generation 

operations). 

● Developing new schemes that use non-monotonic access structures. 

● Using of dynamic attributes to develop hybrid schemes (time, task, location,...etc.) for efficient and 

flexible revocation. 
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